The extraterrestrial message of Crabwood – the 9/11 deception – the AZF factory explosion in France
This crop circle below, 70 on 110 meters, appeared in Crabwood (England) in the night of 15th to 16th
August 2002, the year following the attacks of the 11 September 2001, called the 9/11 in the USA; and
the explosion of the AZF chemical factory in Toulouse (France) on 21 September 2001.
4th July to 14th July = 10 days. 11th September (9/11) to 21st September (AZF) = 10 days (attacks signed).
The message in the disk, written is ACSII language, is making reference to “much pain” i.e. the
destruction of the World Trade Center twin towers with nuclear weapons using quantum technology
(signal maintaining the cohesion of the atoms cut off) sent by fast invisible-to-the eyes space vehicles,
some using invisibility alien technology, 2 Boeing in the sky taken, and the mysteroius explosion in
France, of the AZF factory. This explains why in New-York the huge iron structures, several times the
Eiffel Tower in Paris, and the hundreds of mandatory fire proof vaults in the buildings, have all been
desintegrated into grey highly toxical powder. All the images dispatched by the US media on 9/11 have
been controlled from the USAF Cyberspace Command of Barksdale in Louisiana, now merged with the
NSA as advised in the Ersée novel, “the murder of John Crazier” (L’assassinat de John Crazier).
The buildings have been desintegrated with extraterrestrial quantum bombs !
The 2 planes that did not hit the Pentagon (cruise missile from the USAF) nor Pensylvania (bomb of the
USAF and crash of a little private jet in the wood far from the bomb hole) have been taken by the aliens
called the Greys. The passengers and the terrorists on board are therefore alive. The 3rd building named
WTC 7 (owned by Citigroup), New-York HQ of CIA and other federal offices, has been destroyed as per a
human controlled demolition technology, the attacks of the 9/11 by Saudi Arab Wahhabit terrorists
known in advance, with a “laissé faire” like Pearl Harbor in 1941, to justify a war against the muslims
whose reincarnated souls may not come from former (dead) terrestrial human bodies, further to the
demographic explosion in the 20th century. Such a war (in Irak) was also a diversion to maintain the lies
about the 9-11 events. The intervention of the Greys who had set up the Islam, above the islamist
attacks, has countered the malvolent plans of the American Nazis. Keep in mind that Wernher von Braun
is a mass murderer, a Nazi war criminal who headed the NASA.

The word EELRIJVE or ELRIEJVE (and not BELIEVE – a deception ! ) according to the transcriptions in clear
of the ASCII file (American standard IBM language) means JEER EVIL. It is an anagram coding technic, a
NATO transmission emergency code in the years 70th.

The full text of the disk is:

The explanation about the word EELRIJVE above in French, is an example of the intelligent deception
done to prevent free citizens to find the truth. This is against the spirit of the French Republic.
THE TRUTH IS: many letters (54 in whole) in upper case are “wrongly” placed. These letters are:
FALSE BROKEN PROMISES PAIN ELRIEJVE/EELRIJVE (JEER EVIL) GOOD OP DECEPTION O CLOSING
54 letters deliberately in upper case that form another secret message in the message, using all the
letters through the anagramm technic. The deciphered message is:
FOOL PASSENGERS IN CLOCK LOOP - EBEN AVOIDING ME - I DIE - PROJET (in French) SERPO.
*****************
FOOL PASSENGERS : passengers of flights 77 and 93 captured by the EBEN on September 11, 2001.
IN CLOCK LOOP : alien mother ship circulating in a loop at + 100 times light speed = relative time as
demonstrated by Albert Einstein. Therefore the passengers do not get older.
EBEN : Extraterrestrial Biological Entity Native (see project SERPO under www.serpo.org)
AVOIDING ME : “me” is one of the two astronauts of Project SERPO who decided to never return back
on Earth. She is from Wisconsin, a nurse in the USAF. Her father is burried in Saint Avold, France.
I DIE: she died before her message was “delivered” in England on 15-16/08/2002. The terrestrial time
between Zeta Reticuli and the Sun is 5 months to travel between the 2 star systems. The date of her
death - on planet Earth - is 10 April 2002. As of her death on Serpo, she got ascensioned, as explained in
the American serial movies called Star Gate Atlantis “the Ancients”.
PROJET (in French) “SERPO” : means “Secret Exchange Reticuli Planet Operation”.
*****************

The Crabwood message of August 15, 2002 is political and means:
BEWARE THE BEARERS OF FALSE GIFTS: other alien civilizations interferring since 1952 with the fascist
secret authorities pretending to represent the ignorant Humanity. These other alien nations are the
ennemy of the Greys, and NOT the true friends of the Humanity. They gave advanced technology to the
fascist (even Nazi) elite of the Earth, but this technology is used to create a race of billions of slaves (the
Humanity) of the material world, without spiritual values and unable to access anymore the elevation of
their souls (principle of the Ascension).
AND THEIR BROKEN PROMISES : all the secret treaties made with these alien civilizations, unkown to
the citizens, hidden to the citizens, abusing the citizens. Treaties NOT made by the PEOPLE, for the

PEOPLE but by folks acting for their own interest (wealth and power). This evil elite that the future
generations will call “the STENCH” have murdered John F Kennedy to prevent him of unveiling the
project SERPO, with the evil complicity of vice president Lyndon B Johnson. This coup d’état was made
by an illegitimate secret (deep) government deceiving the American People and the whole planet Earth,
with the silence of all the other leaders. Whilst Jesus of Nazareth said that “he is the Door” (to TRUTH
and LIBERTY, not to ignorance and slavery) the Vatican has hiden the Truth, taking the opposite position,
the one of the force called Satan. The USSR has also amplified the conflict. The Earth then became a
galactic Vietnam, a battle field between informed leaders deceiving their nations (even called
“democracy”!), and all manipulated by alien groups in conflict.
MUCH PAIN : 9/11 and AZF attacks and capture of the Boeing planes. Safe passengers in a clock loop.
The same technic was used in 1983 against the flight KL007, a Boeing 747 vanished.
BUT STILL TIME: the ultimatum should have been the Summer 2012, but the new representatives of
Earth have negotiated a postponing for again years and years. See the crop circle of Manton Grove (UK)
in early June 2012, giving 6 (required) coordinates in outer space for a rendez-vous point.
JEER EVIL: the populations of the Earth are abused by their governments manipulated by the folks who
have the power, i.e. WEALTH ! They are also abused by the aliens acting in the secret, creating this
wealth with extraterrestrial technology for a minority of leading parasits, and abusing billions of the
poorests. The aliens have their own agenda !
THERE IS GOOD OUT THERE: spirituality is the essence of the presence of the souls in this uni-verse,
which is a very little part of the multi-verse. Reward shall be offered to the opponents of the deception.
WE OPPOSE DECEPTION: the only hope for the Humanity to be liberated from its evil leaders submitted
to Nazi ideology and perverted religions, who consider the People as their slaves. Ignorance makes
slaves ! The existence of God is a scientific truth ! You are all a soul in a body!
CONDUIT CLOSING: end of the communication with the last surviving astronaut on Serpo.

The above crop circle of Chibolton (UK) of August 2001, gave an answer to the Arecibo message sent to
outer space in 1974. It also shows a picture of the American astronaut living since 1965 on the planet
(now) called Serpo, in the Zeta Reticuli stellar system. She is a Menominee of Wisconsin, a state
discovered by French Jean Nicolet coming from Trois-Rivières (Québec) in Canada. The project SERPO is
TRUE. The interplanetary conflict has made richer and richer the deceivers of the Humanity by USD
thousands of billions. Secret bases, space fleets, lunar bases, whilst the exploited and abused Humanity,
sunk in the obscurity of ignorance, is killing its own planet! WE OPPOSE DECEPTION! THE PATH TO
LIBERTY IS THE ASCENSION, SHOWED BY JESUS CHRIST OF NAZARETH, IN ORDER TO JOIN ANOTHER
UNIVERSE OF THE MULTIVERSE.

